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NACA RM E58A20 -LASSIFEATION CHANGED 

By James F. Connors and John L. Allen 

The various inlet design  philosophies are assessed on the  basis 
of recent experimental results obtained at Mach riders ug t o  5. The 
basic compression  systems (external, internal, and conibined external- 
plus-internal) are c m p r e d  f o r  both Mch 4.0 turbojet and hypersonic- 
cruise ramjet  engines. The inlet that appears best suited fo r  the Bhch 
4.0 turbojet  application is  that with ccrmbined external-plus-internal 
compression.  Because of the severe  cooling and w e i g h t  problems associ- 
ated with variable  gemetry at hypersonic flight speeds, the fixed- 
geametry self-starting  charscteristfcs of external-ccmpressfon systems 
may be the  overriding  factor fn the selection of an inlet f o r  the 
hypersonic-cruise raqjet. 

INTRolxTCTION 

AB design flight speeds are  pushed progressively higher, the super- 
sonic in le t  becomes an  increasingly FZgportEbnt  ccxnponent of air-breathing 
propulsion systems. Currently, the turbojet engine i s  being  considered 
f o r  application at Mach numbers up t o  apprmdmately 4 and the ramjet en- 
gine f o r  application  in the hypersonic  region, or Mach nmibers of 5 and 
above. Herein the inlet situation is  surveyed and the merits of the 
various inlet-design  philosophies are assessed on the basis of recent 
exgerimental data obtained at  Mach numbers up t o  5. These trends are 
then extrapolated into the hypersonic  range f o r  an analysis of the per- 
formance potentiali t ies of the various m e t  inlet configurations. 

GENERAL INLET DISCUSSION 

The three basic types of canpression system that will be considered 
are illustlated in figure 1. These  schemes wfllbe referred  to accord- 
ing to   the i r  mode of campressing the flow - that is-, external o r  internal 
campression relative  to  the cowl lip.  External supersonic ccrmpreseion 
is accomplished outside the cowl by turning the flow radially outward  by 
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means of a protruding  rELmp  or  spike.  The  internal-canpression  scheme, 
on the  other  hand,  accomplishes a l l  the  compression  inside  the  cowl  and 
is capable of' high performanceAf"  the  characteristic  starting  problem 
can  be  handled. In order  to  start a highly contracted  supersonic  inlet, 
cmplexity must .be added Fn .the Iform of variable  geometry,  because  the 
contraction  ratio  between  the  entrasce  and  the  throat  must  be  decreased 
drastically  before  supersonic  flow  can  be  established within the  inlet. 
The lower  sketch in figure 1 shows a system  utilleing  both  external and 
internal  compression. This scheme has a s t a r t i n g  problem  similar  to 
that of- the  internal-campression  configuration  but  not  as  severe. 

In order  to  demonstrate  graphically  this  starting  problem, wuch 
is  characteristic  of any inlet  employing  large  internal  contractian,  and 
to illustrate  the shock - boundary-layer  interactions  that  occur  within 
the W e t  duct,  selected frames of a motion-picture  sequence of a two- 
dimensional  inlet w i t h  external-plus-internal  ccaqpreseion at Mach 3.05 
are shown in figure 2. This configuration was similar to  that  schemati- 
cally  represented in the lower  sketch of figure 1, but  had a variable 
b y p a s  door  ahead  of  the  throat  to  permit start ing, Rectangular glass 
sideplates  were  installed on the  model  to  allow  schlieren  observations 
of the flow inside  the  inlet, plgure 2 illustrates  one cmplete cycle 
of the  starting  procedure,  which m u s t  be  repeated  each  time  the terminal 
shock  is  expelled.  Note  the  extensive  separation  occurring i n  the vicin- 
ity of the  terminal-shock  system  (fig. 2(d)) during  supercritical  opera- I) 

tion. The point of incipient  separatiol?.  moves fowrd t m m  the  throat 
as  the  back  pressure  is  increased  until  critical  operation  (fig. 2 ( e ) )  
is  attained.  These  observations  accentuate  the  need for boundary-layer 
control in high Mach  nLnnber  inlets. 

* 

The  geometry  and  performance  variations  obtained  for  these  various 
compression  systems will now be  considered in detail. With  respect to 
the  inlet,  the  two  parameters  that  best  describe  over-all  performance 
are  total-pressure  recovery  and  external  drag. This drag, of course, 
can consist of cowl-pressure drag, additive  or  spillage drag due  to flow 
deflection  ahead of the  cowl  lip,  and  bleed drag due to the  removal of 
flow internally  for  boundary-hyer  control  and  its  return to the  free 
stream. Obviously, at any given Mach  number, a good  inlet  would  be one 
havlng both high recovery  and low drag. 

The  interrelation  between  recovery  and h g  is m n e d  in figure 
3 for various felrgkt Mach  numbers . As determfned in reference 1, the 
ordinate  indicates  the  increase in drag coefficient  (based on the  cap- 
tured  free-stream-tube  area) ACD,k that  can  be  tolerated  for a unit 
increase in pressure  recovery ~P/P, in order to maintain a constant 
range, This is  referred  to as a range  "break-even"  condition. At low 
Mach  numbers, a large  increase  in drag coefficient  is  permissible for a 
given  increase in recovery. At high Mach  numbers, only a small increase 
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i n  drag coefficient is tolerable for the  same  increment in recovery. 
For  example,  the  value of t h i s  m e t e r  for  Mach 2.0 is  five  times  th&t 
for  Mach 5.0. Thus,  there is an increasing  sensitivity to drag coeffi- 
cient  with  increasing  flight  speeds. 

External-Cqression  lhlets 

Hstorically,  large  amounts  of  exprimenis1  performance data have 
been  obtained on the  various  types of external-canpression  inlets.  At- 
tention  here  (fig. 4) is on the  most reffned form of  external  c-res- 
sion - that  is, an inlet utilizing a continuously  contoured  isentropfc- 
canpression  surface. This inlet attabs the  highest  level of recovery 
for all-external  ccanpression,  but it also has a theoretical Umit (ref. 
2) based  upan flow conditions  at  the  compression-fan  focus  point. This 
limit on maximum ccmpressive tum5ng is  determined by the  requirements 
of a pressure  balance  and  equal f low directfon  across  the  vortex  sheet 
aanating from and  immediately  downstream of the focal point. 

Id 
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P Generally,  peak  recovery  is  attained  when  the  cowl  lip  is  alined 
?' 
8 

nith the local flow behind  the  canpression fan. This results in an in- 
clined  lip,  and  hence drag. Thus, with increased  turning,  both  recovery 
and drag would  increase. In practice, ccxuprdses  are usually &e 

cowl-lip  angle. 
- wherein an internal  shock off the  cowl  is taken in order to reduce  the 

Boundary-layer  control for the external-canpression  inlet  is  provided 
by a ram  scoop  located in the  throat. This is  schematically  represented 
by the  circled  sketch in figure 4. Significant  performance gains may be 
attained  with  this  type of bleed (see ref. 3 for  two-cone-inlet  results). 

The inlet  shown in the  lower part of ffgure 4 is designed  specifi- 
cally  for high Mach number application (M =- 4.0) . The  cowl-lip drag is 
eliminated  through a sacrifice in potential  recovery by limiting the 
amount  of  external cmpressim. This limit is detedned by the  re- 
quirements  for  shock  attachment on a cylAndrica3  cowl. At these high 
design  speeds,  the  subsonic  entrance  Mach llumber is low enough to permit 
the  use of an abrupt  area  discontinuity, or subsonic  dump,  without  large 
loss in recovery. In fact,  at  Mach 4.0, the  calculated  turnin@; loss for 
a cylindrical  cowl  with a constant-area  throat  section (BS discussed i n  
ref. 4) is  about the same order of magnitude as this dunping loss, which 
is  based on a recovery  of  the  static  pressure  behind  the normal shock 
alone. " 

Boundary-layer control through a rearward-facing flush slot  is  pro- 
vided in the  throat  to  handle any pressure  feedback  originating  down- 
stream.  The  possibilities of short  length and light  weight  with  this 
arrangement  are  obvious. 
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The  theoretical  recovery  limits  for  these  external-cmpression  in- 
lets  are  shown  for a wide  range of Mach numbers in figure 5. Reference 
Hnes of  constant  kinetic-energy  efficiency qm (ref. 10) are also in- 
cluded. In the  turbojet  range  of  application,  the  theoretical  limit  for 
maxima turning  is  quite high, decreasing  fram 0.99 at Mach 2.0 to 0.68 
at  Mach 4.0. In the  ramjet  range,  where kinetic-energy-efficiency can be 
used as a guide,  recovery  levels  corresponding  to  efficiencies of ap- 
proximately 95 percent  can  be  attained  up  to  Mach 7 .O. For  the  zero- 
COwl-dragJ  limited-compression  case,  kinetic-energy  efficiencies aP about 
92 percent  can  be  achieved. For t h i s  case,  dumping  losses  are  taken 
into  account. The correspondhg  recoveries  are  based on a recovery of' 
only the static  pressure  behind  the normal shock, or a full loss &the 
subsonic  dynamic  pressure. . .  . .. 

Internal-Cqression Inlets 

Cowl-Up drags can be  eliminated by using an internal-cmrpression 
system that does  not  appear  to  have any theoretical  limits on recovery. 
Two axisymnetric  versions  of t h i s  system  are  shown in figure 6. The 
upper  sketch  illustrates a configuration  without any centerbody,  which 
simply is a convergent-divergent d i f f ~ ~ ~ e r  with small included  angles 
(approor-rmRte3.y 8O>. This inlet  is  quite long, 2 to 4 inlet  diameters 
in  the  supersonic  portion  alone. This length  is  dictated  by  the  neces- 
sity of maintaining mall pressure  gradients on the  boundary  layer in 
order  to  avoid  separation  difficulties. For starting, a large thrat 
bypass is provided.  After starting has been  accmplished, boundary- 
Layer bleed around the throat periphery and a constant-area  section are 
generally  needed f o r  shock  stabilization. 

The  lower  sketch  shows an internal-crsrpression  inlet  that  utilizes 
a small-angle  centerbody  that can be  translated  to vary the  contraction 
ratio  between  the  entrance  and the throat. For starting, long transla- 
tion  distances  are  required,  appraximEttely 2 inlet  diameters.  Other- 
wise, t h i s  inlet  is similar to the upper  cdigura;tion, tn that both  are 
long because of boundary-layer  considerations  and both need  throat  bleed. 

External-Plus-Lnterl-Canpression Inlets 

The all-internal-compression  inlets do not  appear  attractive  be- 
cause of over-all length and spike-translation  requirements. In campart- 
son, several  configurations using cmbined external- and internal- 
ccmrpression systems look s a m e w h a t  better in this respect.  These  con- 
f'iguratims  are  illustrated in figure 7. The top  sketch Bhm an 
&symmetric  version  having a low-angle  centerbody. A cylindrical  car1 
is used with the l i p  located  back on the  initial  conical  shock. In- 
ternal  compression  is  acccmplished  by a number of reflecting  shocks in 
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” the  gradually convergent  passage ahead of the  throat. W i t h  t h i s  inlet, 
the  spike-translation requirement f o r  starting is only about half -that 
f o r  the correspondFng all-internal-cmgression scheme shown in figure 
6 .  The over-all length of this Fnlet is s t i l l  undesirable. 

Ln the  center  sketch of figure 7, another axisymmetric version of 
the cambined external-plus-int~l-crarroression system is shown. This 
w e t  has a hrger-angle centerbody (e.g., a 200 &“angle cone a t  
Wch 3 .O was used in ref. 5) than the tup arrangement and accmplishes 
the  internal campression of the f l o w  through a system of shocks, gen- 
erated by the  internal cowl surface and focused on the sharp shoulder 
of the centerbody. Boundary-layer bleed is  provided in   the  form of a 
f lush  s l o t  ahead of the throat. In t h i s  case,  the  starting  translation 
requirement f o r  the centerbody is only a fraction of that  required by 
the top inlet. The over-all length of t h i s  configuration is a lso  much 
less than that of the top  inlet. 

In the  bottm  sketch of figure 7, a two-dimensional version of an 
external-plus-Fnternal-compression i n l e t  is illustrated. This config- 
uration was used i n  the  motion-picture sequence of figure 2. Briefly, 
isentropic  cmtoured ramps are used to generate both external and in- 
ternal focused ccaqpression w i t h  a low-drag cowl. A small variable by- 
pass door is provided ahead of the throat to handle the s t a r t i n g  problem. 
This bypass is a relatively small cmpnent  of the over-all N e t  system 
and, compared with translation o r  rotation of major cmpression  surfaces, 
should be mechaaically much s-ler and faster. In the f lush or design 
position of the bypass door, a small gap i s  left  f o r  boundary-layer 
bleed. 

Experhental  Results 

Detailed performance data obtained with these various in le t  geome- 
t r i e s  in recent experimental investigations  are given i n  table I. Peak 
performance levels  are Fndfcated for each t n e  of M e t .  These experi- 
mental results  are  the basis f o r  conclusians drawn i n  the succeedin@; 
discussion. 

Eqe rhen ta l  pressure-recovery levels obtained with the  wrious  in- 
l e t  systems are indicated in figure 8. Banas of recovery against Mach 
nmber are presented and identified crnly by the  basic type of  caorpres- 
sion system. The all-internal-ccmpreesian systems attained the highest 
recovery levels, corresponding t o  kinetic-energy  eff‘iciencies greater 
than 0.97 with zero  cowl-lip drags. However, with the attainment of 
these  exceptionally high recoveries,  there was &IL attendant  large  bleed 
requirement (e.g., 30 and 25 percent of the air entering  the cowl had 
t o  be removed at  Mach 3 and 5, respectively) . when attempts w e r e  made 
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to  reduce this bleed  at  Mach 5, the  recovery  correspondhgly  decreased. - 
At  this  particular  Mach  number, a 6-percent-bleed  requfrement existed 
at the  lower  boundary  and  the  recovery was down  to 0.41. The  rest of 
the  inlets  all  had  moderate  bleed  requirements  (less than 10 percent of 
the  inlet ~ S B  flow).  of the three  systems,  the  external-campression 
inlets  shared  the  lowest  levels of peak  performance.  The maximum- 
turning  case,  however,  still  attafned  kinetic-energy-efficiency levela 
of 97 percent at Mach 2 and 95 percent  at  Mach 4. The cylindrical-cowl 
versian  indicated  kinetic-energy  efficiencies of 90 to 92 percent  at 
Mach  numbers  from 4 to 5. li C 
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The preceding  discussion has dealt only with the  general W e t  prob- 
lem of attaining high pressure  recovery with low external drag. In the 
application of these  various  geometries  to  the high Mach number turbojet, 
sdditinaal  inlet  operating  problems such as the folloxing arise: (1) 
subcritical  operation, (2) angle-of-attack  effect, (3) diffuser-exit 
flow distortion, and (4) engine  matching.  With  the  high-recovery  inlets 
there is no stable  subcritical  operating  range  at  design  speeds. The . 
high-performance  &ernal-cc;mq?ression  inlets  encounter  "buzz" or shock 
instEtbility, whereas the  other type with  large  Fnternal  contraction 
suffer  large  performance  penalties  due  to  expelled-hock  operation. All - 
axisym~~etric  inlets with high recovery  capability  are  sensftlve to angle 
of' attack,  with  rather  severe  losses  occurring  at  angles of 5O or  more. 
However,  the  inlets may be  sheltered f r m  angle-of-at~ck effects  by 
favorable  environmental  locations on the airplane  configuration,  such as 
under  the KFng or under a flat-bottom  %elage.  Design  criteria  for 
maintaining low distortion  levels  (refs. 6 and 7) have  been  established 
for  Mach  numbers  up  to 3 or 4. At the higher  speeds,  inlet  data  are 
generally  lacking.  Same  consideration will now be  given t o  the  primary 
problem of matching an inlet  to  the high Mach  nuuiber  turbojet. 

Ehglne  Matching 

The  off-design  matching  requirements  for  the handling of excess 
inlet  airflow  are s h m  in figure 9 for a hypothetical W h  4 turbojet 
engine  operating with an assumed  recapery  schedule.  Typically,  large 
quantities of a i r '  must be  diverted from the engine at the lov Mach n u -  
bers  (e.g., at MELch 2.0, a8 much as 70 percent of the  pO86ible  inlet 
airflow m-ut be  spilled fn some manner) . This fs entirely a function 
of  the  particular enghe a i r f l ow  schedule and is  independent of' any ad- 
ditional  boundary-layer-bleed  requirements. The eff'lciency of handling 
such excess  air  can  be vitally important to the mer-all powerplant 
performance at off-design  speeds. 
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The  associated drag penalties in percentage of net  engine  thrust 
for  the  various  methods of handling this excesa air are shown in figure 
10. The  additive  or  spillage drags associated w i t h  diverting flow 
around  the  cowl  by  means of a bow  shock  or an oblique  shock  generated 
by a 30°-half-angle  cone  result in clearly  prohibitive drag penalties. 
These  values  bracket  those  resulting from inlets ha- large-angle 
centerbodies  (typical  of  the  axisymmetric  external-comgression  inlets). 
D? the  correspondlng  spillage  were  achieved  through an oblique  shock 
generated  by a 15°-half-angle  cane,  the drags would  be  quite low. This 
would  be  the  type of spillage  achieved  by  the  axisymmetric  fnlet .Kith 
low-angle  centerbody  and  external-plus-internal  cwrgression. Low drags 
m y  be  achieved  with  the  two-dimensional  external-compression  inlets, of 
course,  by reducing ramp  angle at the lower  speeds. 

The drags associated  with taking the  excess  inlet  air  aboard  and 
then returning  it to the free  stream  by meazls of a bypass ahead of the 
compressor  face  are  also shown Fn figure 10 for  the  conditions of sonic 
and full-expansion  discharge. A thrust  coefficient  of 0.9, w h i c h  cor- 
responds  to  about a 15O discharge  angle, was assumed in the  calculation. 
Both  bypass drags are somewhat higher  than  the  oblique-shock values for 
a 15°-half-an@;le  cone. 

Other  possibilities for hasdling excess airfloxs (which will not be 
considered  here)  include  bypassing the excess  air around the  engine and 
using it in the  base area, in the  overexpnded  portion of the  exhaust 
nozzle, or even in conjunction  with  heat  addition in the bypass  duct for 
thrust  augmentation  (as in the  turbofan  engine). 

Inlet Caparisons 

The design-point  characteristics of the  various  inlet systems for 
the  bkch 4.0 turbojet  application  are  sllmmFLrized in table II. The 
three  basic  inlet  ty-pes  (i.e., systems with external, intezmal, and c m -  
bined  external  plus  internal  cmgression) are cnmpared on the  basis of 
factors  that  would  influence the selection of a particular  gemetry. 
Weak p o b t s  in the argument for any inlet  type  are  indicated  by  shaded 
areas within the  table.  The  total-pressure  recovery  at Mach 4.0, as 
shown  previously in figure 8, was highest for the all-intemal- 
compression  system  with a of 0.75, corresponding to a kinetic- 
energy  efficiency of appraximstely 97 percent.  The  lowest  recovery was 
realized  with the external-canpression scheme, which shows a maximum of 
0.60, or a kinetic-energy  efficiency of 95 percent.  Cowl-lip dzag, of 
course, was only a problem  for  the  maximum-turning  version of the 
external-carpression  inlet. T5is can be a big palty; for example, at 
Mach 3, cowl-lip  drag  alone mounted to 10 to 12 percent of engFne 
thrust.  Variable-geometry  requirements for s t a r t i n g  were  large  for  the 
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internal-canpression scheme and amewbt less for  the combined  campres- 
eion system. Boundary-layer-bleed requirements were moderate for  a l l  
except the internal-compression inlet. This in le t ,   in  achieving i ts  
exceptionally high recoveries, had an attendant-large  bleed  require- 
ment (25 t o  30 percent of the maximum possible  inlet airflow), which 
is far in excess of any airflow needed for  secondary engine systems. 
If it were assumed that t h i s  quantity of bleed air were returned t o  the 
free stream by means of a b-ss ahead of the compressor,  even with a 
complete-expsnsion bypass nozzle, the  resulting drag at Mach 4.0 would be 
about 10 percent of net engine thrust. The mer-all  length of the all- r 

internal-cnmpression system is also higher thEul that of the other systems. c" 
IF 

Based on these  qualitative  results, the in le t  that appears best 
suited f o r  the Wch 4 .O turbojet  application is that with cmbined ex- 
ternal plus  internal  carpression. The all-external system is eliminated 
because rxf i ts  large cowl-lip  drags, while the all-intern& system i e  
penalized because of its large  variable-gemetry and boundary-layer-bleed 
requirements and its high over-all length. The cmibined canpression 
system offers the  best ccrmprcmdse f o r  the Mach 4.0 turbojet. 

The attainment of' good off'-design performance for a hypersonic ram- ., 
jet  enghe is  even more diff icul t  than f o r  a turbojet engine, primarily 
because of the larger i n l e t  and exit area variations  required with the 
high design flight Mach numbers. !T!he associated variable-geometry re- 
quirements are formidable problems because of the extreme temgemtures. 

If the engine is designed f o r  good nmge at  cruise, the excess 
thrust at  below-design speeds is generally mall. If the  cruise engine 
is cmprcanised i n  order to increase the excess thrust during self- 
acceleratim, the penalties a t  the cruise  candftion are large. An al-  
ternative approach for  sane applications might be t o  use an expendable 
engine f o r  the boost phase. This problem i s  beyond the scope of this 
study, and hence only inlets  f o r  on-design ramjet engines will be 
discussed. 

EPf ect  of Flight  lhch Number on Ramjet Thrust and Drag Coefficients 

The variation of design-point thrust and nacelle drsg coefficients 
(based on capture area) for Mach 5 to 7 is sham in figure ll. For 
t h i s  and subsequent figures,  the  cycle  calculations are for real gas 
properties for stoichiometric ccmibustdon of SF-1. The exhaust pressure 
i s  2.5 times the ambient pressure. The velocity  coefficient,  defined 
as the  ratio of the &a1 exit velocity  to  the ideal velocity  for  the 
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stated exit pressure,  is 0.97. Thrust  coefficients axe shown for M e t  
kinetic-energy  efficiencies of 97 percent, whlch might  be  obtained with 
a high-pressure-recovery  all-internal-canpression  inlet; 90 percent, 
which  is  obtainable with external-carpression  inlets; and 72 percent, 
which  approximates  normal-shock-inlet  performance.  The  assigned 
boundary-layer  bleed  requirements of 20 percent for the  high-efficiency 
inlet  and 10 percent  for  the  90-percent  kinetic-energy  efficiency  were 
optimistically  extrapolated from lower l&ch  number qerimental data. 
The  normal-shock  inlet  requires no bleed, and hence  the total drag for 
the  engine  is  composed of friction  and  wave  or  external  pressure drag, 
as shown by  the  shaded  region of figure U. Wave drag was calculated 
by  the  method of reference 8, and  friction drag for  radiation  equilib- 
r i u m  temperature  by means of reference  9.  (Blunt-lip drag has not been 
considered  but  should  be  relatively small and  not  affect  the  relative 
canparison.)  The  friction  and  wave drags for the  high-efficiency  engine 
are of similar  magnitude. However, the drag associated  with discharging 
boundary-layer-bleed air can be from 2 to 4 thes the sun of the  fric- 
t ion and wave drag, depending on whether a sonic  or  completely expnded 
exhaust is used.  The  thrust  coefficient  decreases  with  increasing  Mach 
number,  while  the drag coefficient  remains nearly constant.  Thus, drag 
becomes  relatively  more hportant at  higher  Mach  nutbers.  The  difference 
between  the  thrust and drag coefficients,  or  thrust minus drag, which 
must  be  equal  to  the drag coefficient of the  remainder of the  missile, 
decreases  not only with fncreasbg  Mach  number  but also with  decreasing 
kinetic-energy  efficiency,  particularly  for  efficiencies  less than 90 
percent. Thus, the  required  engine  size  would  depend on the inlet 
kinetic-energy  efficiency. 

Effect of Inlet m e  

Same of the  Fnteracting  effects,  such as level of pressure  recovery, 
various drags, size,  and  weight, can be illustrated  by  desieping  engines 
with different  types of inlets to provide eqgal thrust minus drag. A 
pictorial  comgarison  is sham in figure 12 fo r  Mach 7.0 and an altitude 
of 100,OOO feet. The same  "ground  rules"  such  as  nozzle and dif m e r  
angles  are  used f o r  all the  engines.  The  cmibustor length is constant, 
and  the  engFnes are illustrated  with cmbustors dined. Bleed-air pas- 
sages  are  shown schmtically, although  the  calculations  were  for full 
expansion with a nozzle  CoMficient of 0.9 at a constant  bleed-air total 
temperature  equal to free-stream  stagnation  tempera;ture. 

mines A and B, having all-internal-compression  inlets,  are shown 
for a probably  unrealistic  recovery of 0.50 and for a recovery of' 0.15. 
Both  inlets  have  10°-included-angle  compressicm  surfaces and are of ap- 
proximately  equal  length.  Although  the  high-recovery  inlet has the 
greater  compression, the normal shock occws at a Mach  number of about 
2.4 compared  wfth a Mach  number of 3.6 for  the  0.L5-recovery  inlet. 
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Because of these  counteracting  effects  and  the  absence of experimental 
data, it  is  assumed  that  the  boundary-layer  bleed  would  be 20 percent of 
the  capture  flow  for  both  inlets- 

Two engines (C asd D) having external-compression  Isentropic-spike 
Fnlets  w5th a boundaw-layer-bleed  requirement  of 10 percent  are shown 
in figure 12. An inclined cowl lip having an area of 10 percent of the 
capture area is required  for  the  inlet with 0.25 pressure  recovery. The 
0.10-pressure-recovery  inlet  had lhited compression  zero  cowl-lip 
drag, and a dump diffuser. A normal-shock engine (ES is shown for 
ccmrparison. 

The rehtive sizes of the  engtnes  primarily  reflect  the  effect of 
pressure  recovery or kinetic-energy  efficiency on internal thrust coef- 
ficient.  Since  the  requirement  is  for  equal  net  thrust  or  thrust  minus 
drag,  the  various drag components a l so  influence  the  size and will be 
discussed  later. --=- 

Also shown on figure 12 are  preliminary values of' ratio of engine 
to  missile gross weight.  These values are  for  the primary structure 
and include  regenerative cooUng ae the internal  surfaces. In regions 
where  the  fuel  pressure  would not cause  local  buc2rlir\@;, a corrugated 
material is  used. In regions  where  fuel  pressure  is high cmpared with 
air  pressure, such as  the  inlet and nozzle, a circumferential wrapped- 
tube  construction (similar to  some  rocket-engine  nozzles)  is  used. A 
0.05-inch  thickness of zirconia is assumed f o r  the cmbustor and a 
0.035-inch  thickness  for  the  remainder of the  internal  areas.  The  coat- 
ing sureace  temperatures  are  assumed  to be 2000° R in the  inlet  and 
subsonic  diffuser  and 2500' R in the  canbustor  and  exhaust  nozzle,  where 
oxidation  problems do not exist. A tensile-stress  level of about 18,000 
psi is used  for  Inconel X. In the  interest  of  minimizing  thermal-streas 
gradients,  the  outer skin is  assumed  to  be  supported only at the cowl 
lip and the  nozzle  exit.  The mount for the  engine  is  attached to the 
external skin, which  is  stressed for an  engine  weight of 3 g's. No 
allowance  is  made  for  controls,  fuel  pumps, manifolding, or  variable 
geometry. 

The  weight  ratio  is  influenced by both  inlet  type  and  pressure  re- 
covery.  For  example,  the  change in weight  ratio  for  the engines hav3ng 
all-internal-conpression  inlets  is  primarily  due to the  ratio of in- 
ternal pressures of nearly 3 (30 atm  against 9 ah), since t h e  sizes of 
the engines are about  equal. In contrast,  the  normal-shock  engine, 
which has 8 ~.QW internal  pressure (0.6 atm) , is very large and ha8 the 
second  highest  weight ra t io .  

The  engine Kith the  0.25-recovery  isentropic  spike has the  highest 
weight  ratio prFmEd;Lily because of the high losd on the base of the  spike 

. 
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and  the  structure  needed  to  hold  the  spxke.  It  should  be  emghsized, 
however,  that  the  weight  factors  neglected in this  analysis would very 
likely  result in heavier  weights  for  the all-internal-ccaapression en- 
gines  because of the  inherently  needed  variable  gemetry. In addition, 
more  powerful  fuel  pumps  would  be  required  to  raise  the  injection  pres- 
sue above  the  internal  pressure,  and  hence  the  weight of this  item 
would  be a function of both  discharge  pressure  and  flow  rate. 

The  various  drag  components  are  presented  as a ratio of drag  to  net 
thrust  for  these  engines in the  lower part of figure 13. The  engines 
are  arranged  according  to  pressure  recovery.  For  the  normal-shock en- 
gine,  friction  is  about 70 percent  of  the  total drag because of' the 
large  surface  area;  the  remainder of the drag is wave  or external pres- 
sure  drag. m e  largest  portion of the  drag  for the other  engines  is 
due  to  bleed  or  cowl-lip drag for  the  high-recovery  isentropic  spike 
engine  (configuration (3). The sum of cowl-lip  and  bleed  drag  is  of t he  
8&me magnitude  as  the  bleed  drag  for  the  all-internal-canpression  inlet, 
which was assigned the higher  bleed  requirement.  However,  both  the 
amount of lip  inclination  and  the  length of alinement  are  also  rather 
arbitrary  assignments.  Wave  drag  is  not  an  important  component  except 
for  the noml-shock engine previously  mentioned. The relative  heights 
of the  drag  columns  represent  the  engine  size  increase  needed  to  provide 
equal  thrust  minus  drag. 

In the  upper  part of figure 13 the  range  relative  to  that  for  the 
normal-shock  engine  is  plotted  as a function of pressure  recovery  for 
the  various  engines. In the  basic  range  equation,  the  thrust minus drag 
is  used in the mulse term  and  the  effect of engine  weight  is  accounted 
for in the  logarithm term by  maintaining a fixed  ratio of fuel plus en- 
gine  weight  to  missile gross weight  of 0.5. As  pressure  recovery  is  in- 
creased  from  the  normal-shock  value  of 0.011, the  relative  range in- 
creases  rapidly  to a value of about 2.2 at a recovery of 0.10 or a 
kinetic-energy  efficiency of 90 percent.  The  relative range does not 
change  much for pressure  recoveries  up to 0.25, and  then  increases  slowly 
to a value of about 2.5 at a recovery of 0.50. 

Thus,  inlet  kinetic-energy  efficiencies.greater  than  about 90 to 
95 percent  result in only s m a l l  increases in range  for  hypersonic-ramjet 
missiles.  Serious coo- and  weight  problems  are  associated  wlth  the 
variable  geometry  necessary  to  establish  or start supersonic flow for 
the  all-internal-compression  inlet  needed to obtain higher kinetic- 
enera efficiencies  (greater  than 95 percent) . men when these  factors 
are  ignored,  the  increase in rage over  that f o r  the  stmple  self- 
starting aJ1-external-ccnnpress~on.i~et is only about 15 percent. 

Lewis FUght Propulsion  hiborntory 
National  Advisory  Committee  for  Aeronautics 

Cleveland, Ohio; N w a i b e r  21, 1957 
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Figure 1. - Inlet compression systems. 

(A )  UNSTART.ED. BYPASS  CLOSED,  (B1  STARTED,  BYPASS  OPEN, 
EXIT  PLUG  CLOSED EXIT PLUG  OPEN 

IC)  STARTED,  BYPASS  CLOSED,  ID)  STARTED,  BYPASS  CLOSED, 
EXIT  PLUG  OPEN  EXIT  PLUG  INTERMEDIATE 

I E I  STARTED.  BYPASS  CLOSED, IF) UNSTARTED.  BYPASS  CLOSED, 
EXIT  PLUG  CRITICAL  EXIT  PLUG  CRITICAL 

Figure 2 .  - S t a r t i n g  and operating procedure for two-dimensianal 
W e t  with external and Fnternal cwpression. Mach number, 
3.05. . .  . 
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Figure 7 .  - Inlets with external  and internal compression. 
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